CASE STUDY
-

LAYER3 HELPS BUILD NEXT GENERATION, HIGH-SPEED, LOW
LATENCY, DATA CENTER SOLUTION FOR A LEADING FINANCIAL
INSTITUTION IN AFRICA.

Summary
Industry: Financial Institution
Challenges: Provide a reliable,
scalable and loop free, high speed
Data Center (DC) solution with
support for 10G server interfaces
and very low latency within the DC.
Selection Criteria: Traffic
performance, reliability, lowlatency, services flexibility, costefficiency, scalability and ease of
management.
Network Solution: Juniper
Networks QFabric System, QFX3500
and QFX3600 Switches, EX4200
Switches and Junos Space Network
Management Platform.
Results: Enhanced network
performance, reliability and
stability; high-speed 10G ready
server interfaces with optimal traffic
patterns and bandwidth usage; low
latency any-to-any connectivity
(<5µs between any 2 Nodes on the
µFabric) and ease of management
(infrastructure is managed as a
single Ethernet switch).
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This Financial institution was established in May 1990,
and commenced operations in July of the same year as a
commercial bank. She became a public limited company
on June 17, 2004 and was listed on the Nigerian Stock
Exchange (NSE) on October 21, 2004 following a highly
successful Initial Public Offering (IPO). Our client currently
has a shareholder base of about one million and is
Nigeria’s biggest bank by tier-1 capital.
With her Headquarters (HQ) in Lagos, Nigeria, our client
has over 500 branches and business offices in prime
commercial centres in all states of the federation and the
Federal Capital Territory (FCT). In March 2007, our client
was licensed by the Financial Services Authority (FSA) of
the United Kingdom to establish her UK subsidiary. The
Bank also has subsidiaries in: Ghana, Sierra Leone,
Gambia, with representative offices in South Africa and
The People’s Republic of China. Since conception till date,
our client has grown astronomically to become one of the
leading financial institutions in Africa. She currently ranks
as the 6th biggest bank in the continent.
As a trail blazer, she blazed the trail in digital banking in
Nigeria; scoring several firsts in the deployment of
Information and Communication Technology (ICT)
infrastructure to create innovative products that meet the
needs of its teeming customers. The bank is verifiably a
leader in the deployment of various channels of banking
technology, and her brand has become synonymous with
the deployment of state-of-the-art technologies in
banking.

Driven by a culture of excellence and strict
adherence to global best practices, she
combines vision, skillful banking expertise,
and cutting-edge technology to create
products and services that anticipate and
meet customers' expectations; enable
businesses to thrive and grow wealth for
customers.
Challenges
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to an incident causing avoidable downtimes
device/application failures within her DC.

or

Selection Criteria
In sourcing a datacenter (DC) solution for the bank, the
following selection criteria were identified by the bank as
key components of her decision making process:
1. A datacenter solution built on Open standards with
support for multi-vendor integration.

With increased demand for high speed
connectivity and information access within
the datacenter at the HQ from over 500
branches, my client was faced with the
following challenges: slow response time,
increased latency, increased power
consumption, scalability challenges, poor
network performance, waste of bandwidth
due to spanning-tree limitations, lack of
redundancy for the servers, sub-optimal
intra-server traffic patterns, Layer 2 loops
and bandwidth constraints due to 1Gb
interface limitations within the DC.

2. Support for higher bandwidth [10G] interfaces within
the datacenter.

The vision was to overhaul the existing
datacenter infrastructure with a reliable
and
impeccable
next
generation
datacenter solution capable addressing
existing challenges and at the same time,
adequately position her to addressing
tomorrow’s challenges today.

8. Improved use of rack space and power consumption.

They also wanted a management solution
to ease the burden of managing her entire
DC infrastructure; one intelligent enough
to carry out scheduled maintenance
activities without human intervention and
also proactive enough to warn against
observed trends in her DC before it leads
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3. A solution that completely elimination of any physical
layer2 (L2) loops within her DC.
4. A datacenter solution that encourages optimal use of
bandwidth within the DC.
5. Ability to achieve high speed and low latency “any-toany” connectivity within the DC.
6. An easy to Scale and robust DC solution.
7. A User convenience and ease of Management.

9. Ability to integrate seamlessly with existing datacenter
network seamlessly.
Solution
After careful analysis of client’s requirement, Layer3
implemented a next generation datacenter solution, first
of its kind in Africa, the Q-Fabric system.
The QFabric system creates a high-performance, ultra-low
latency fabric that unleashes the full power of the data
center with the simplicity of a single switch.
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devices (known in the Q-Fabric system model as Node
devices) are essentially directly connected to all other
access layer devices across a very large scale fabric
backplane (known in the Q-Fabric system model as the
Interconnect device). This architecture enables the
consolidation of datacenter endpoints (such as servers,
storage devices, memory, appliances, and routers) and
provides better scaling and network virtualization
capabilities than traditional datacenters.

Legacy networks consist of a 3-tiered
architecture
comprising
of
Core,
Distribution and Access layer devices all
managed independently of each other. The
core is made up of high-end routing
devices. The Distribution layer consist
mostly of Layer 3 fiber switches, while the
Access layer consist mainly of high density
access switches for the wiring closets. The
challenges experienced by legacy networks
include:








Increased Latency – Slow network
speed
with
resulting
poor
performance.
Limited Scalability – Only way to scale
is to build trees.
Complex networks – Multiple OS,
multiple release trains, multiple
networks etc.
Inefficient resource usage – Space,
power, wasted bandwidth etc.
Poor Management - Too many devices
managed separately.

In contrast to legacy multi-tiered data
center architectures, the Juniper Networks
QFX Series Q-Fabric System architecture
provides
a
simplified
networking
environment that solves the most
challenging issues faced by data center
operators.
A fabric is a set of devices that act in
concert to behave as a single switch. It is a
highly scalable, distributed, Layer 2 and
Layer 3 networking architecture that
provides a high-performance, low-latency,
and unified interconnect solution for nextgeneration data centers.
The Q-Fabric system collapses the
traditional multi-tiered data center model
into a single tier where all access layer
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In other words, the Q-Fabric system can be viewed as a
single, non-blocking, low-latency switch that supports
thousands of 10-Gigabit Ethernet ports or 2-Gbps, 4-Gbps,
or 8-Gbps Fibre Channel ports to interconnect servers,
storage, and the Internet across a high-speed, highperformance fabric. The entire Q-Fabric system is
managed as a single entity through a Director group,
containing
redundant
hardware
and
software
components that can be expanded and scaled as the QFabric system grows in size. In addition, the Director
group automatically senses when devices are added or
removed from the Q-Fabric system and dynamically
adjusts the amount of processing resources required to
support the system. Such intelligence helps the Q-Fabric
system use the minimum amount of power to run the
system efficiently, and not waste energy on unused
components.
The Q-Fabric system has two deployment configurations
referred to as QFX3000-G (supports up to 128 Node
devices and 6,144 10G ports) and QFX3000-M (supports
up to 16 Node devices and 768 10G interface ports). The
QFX3000-M is also known as µFabic. The µFabic Q-

Fabric configuration was deployed for this client.
Q-Fabric systems have the following components:




Q-Fabric Nodes: These are entry and exit points for all
datacenter devices into the Q-Fabric. Four (4) QFX3500
Nodes were deployed for this client across multiple
floors.
Q-Fabric Interconnect: This helps to provide a high
speed switching matrix or backplane for the µFabic. It
connects all Q-Fabric Nodes in a full-mesh topology.

Two (2) QFX3600-I Interconnects were
integrated into the clients DC.
Q-Fabric Director: This handles the
management and control of the µFabic.
QFX3100 (x2) were deployed for this
client.



Ex4200 Switches (x10) were deployed
across multiple floors at the clients DC in a
Virtual Chassis configuration. This was
used to extend the number of available 1G
Ethernet interfaces within the DC.
The Juniper Network Management
Platform (software version), also deployed
at the client’s DC, provides the
management of the entire network and all
active devices from a single point. Device
configuration, scheduled maintenance
activities,
updates
and
proactive
monitoring are also carried out from a
single
console
the
Junos
Space
Management platform.












Results
Through the deployment of Juniper
Networks Q-Fabric system, our client has
been able to achieve the following:
 Enhanced Scalability: Our client now
has access to 12 x the scale of her
previous legacy network. Also, the
solution is capable of supporting 768
10G interfaces (via µFabic Nodes) and
480 1G interface ports (via EX4200 VC)
within the DC.
 Improved Speed: The µFabic system is
10 x faster (<5us) than previous
infrastructure. It also helps to
guarantee low latency and low jitter.
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The Q-Fabric system provides an excellent foundation
for mission-critical applications such as financial
transactions and stock trades, as well as timesensitive applications such as voice and video.
Reliability: With the newly deployed Q-Fabric system,
there has been no case of packet drops within the DC.
She enjoys predictable performance anywhere within
the datacenter. This has also helped to completely
eliminate layer 2 loops with her DC.
Efficient use of resources: The Q-Fabric system
guarantees 77% less power; 90% less floor space and
27% fewer devices within the DC. Client now enjoys
100% bandwidth optimization.
Feature-rich: The Q-Fabric system is feature rich with
support for L2 and L3 services, Fiber Channel over
Ethernet interfaces, CoS etc.
Simplicity: Although the Q-Fabric system can scale to
hundreds of devices and thousands of ports, you can
still manage the Q-Fabric system as a single system;
Single logical device. This helps to make for ease of
management.
Flat any-to-any connectivity: All key resources are
one hop away.
Virtualization-enabled:
The Q-Fabric system was
designed to work seamlessly with virtual servers,
virtual appliances, and other virtual devices, allowing
for even greater scalability, expandability, and rapid
deployment of new services than ever before.
Migrating to virtual devices also results in significant
costs savings, fueled by reduced space requirements,
decreased needs for power and cooling, and
increased processing capabilities.
Improved Convergence: Because the congestion-free
fabric is lossless, all traffic in a Q-Fabric system can be
converged onto a single network. As a result, the QFabric system supports Ethernet, Fibre Channel over
Ethernet, and native Fibre Channel packets and
frames.
Improved Management: Thanks to Junos Space
management platform! Today my client can configure
devices, schedule maintenance activities, upgrade
images and proactively monitoring all her Juniper
infrastructure from a single console.
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About Layer3
Layer3 is a dynamic provider of enterprise-wide, information technology and telecommunications solutions.
We deliver value through the application of consultancy & technology. We are a professional services
organization and systems integrator. We specialize in the design, Implementation and support of complex
voice, video and data networks.
We provide expertise in designing network solutions – maintaining flexibility for expansion and growth to
new technologies. To find out more about Layer3’s products and solutions, visit www.layer3.ng

APPENDIX A:
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